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In last quarter’s Market Sense report, we focused on the risks as the Federal Reserve nears the 

end of its bond-buying program and as discussion about normalizing monetary policy becomes 

more intense. Our conclusion was that the market had picked up on the need for interest rates 

to move higher and was confident in the Fed’s ability to manage the process. We didn’t advise a 

long-run bet against the Fed, but also cautioned that “the possibility that there will be periods of 

second-guessing during this process is likely higher than is currently built into asset prices.”

The predictions we made last quarter are now starting to play out. Ten-year U.S. Treasuries are 

still paying a historically low 2.5% (almost identical to 90 days prior), but two- and three-year 

notes have moved up dramatically over the past year. As a result, the spread, or the difference 

between the 10-year bonds and the two-year notes, has dropped significantly from nearly 2.5% 

to well under 2%, which gives some clues to what the future holds. 

First, the market is saying that the Fed is close to starting a rate normalization process, with an 

expected “lift-off” date in the second or third quarter of 2015. Second, the market is projecting 

that the economy is not strong enough to handle rates returning to historically normal levels of 

around 4% on short-term bank or Treasury deposits. In contrast, current Federal Reserve projections 

show that it does expect short rates to get back to the 3–4% range over the next few years. How 

this mismatch is reconciled will be a central point of debate over the coming year.

Before turning to a review of the economy, the markets and our portfolio positioning, let’s look 

at the quarter that just ended. Large-cap U.S. stocks (the S&P 500) rose fractionally during 

the quarter, but most other market indexes registered losses. Smaller U.S. companies as well as 

most international equities lost between 4% and 8%. Meanwhile, oil and gold dropped around 

10% while the dollar jumped by nearly 8%. The table below highlights the key indicators over the 

most recent quarter and 12 months.
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We are currently in a thinning market, or 
one that lacks breadth. in other Words, 
there are feWer and feWer individual stocks 
pulling indexes up.

3rd Quarter 52 Weeks

S&P 500 1.13 19.73

Dow Jones Industrials 1.87 15.29

MSCI EAFE (International) -5.88 4.25

MSCI EM (Emerging Markets) -3.49 4.30

Bloomberg Commodity -11.83 -6.58

Barclays U.S. Aggregate (Taxable Bond) 0.17 3.96

Barclays 5-Year Muni (Tax-Free Bonds) 0.79 3.96

A Thinning MArkeT

We are currently in a thinning market, or one that lacks breadth. In other words, there are fewer 

and fewer individual stocks pulling indexes up. This is usually the case when the largest companies 

move higher, while the average stock, which tends to be smaller, declines or does not advance. 

Because most indexes give far greater weight to the largest companies, the biggest 200 stocks can 

overwhelm the next 4,800. 

A thinning market is sometimes at the end of a bullish move. More than 50% of the stocks in the U.S. 

are down 10% from recent highs, even though the overall benchmark is just 3% from earlier highs. 

U.S. small-cap companies dropped 8% on the quarter and trail their large-cap peers so far in 2014 by 

more than 12%. This market disconnect doesn’t mean a drop is imminent but is important to monitor. 

Currency and commodity markets are also giving off confusing signals. While currency markets are 

highly active, they typically show modest moves over long cycles. The nearly 8% gain in the dollar so 

far in 2014 is unusually strong. In contrast, the euro and most other global currencies are declining. 

The euro recently reached levels against the dollar not seen since the peak of the European debt 

crisis. A strong dollar can be positive, but it also raises concern about more threatening deflationary 

forces. The Australian dollar, another key currency, is also near multiyear lows. This indicator, 

along with the recent four-plus-year lows registered in commodities, shows that some investors are 

concerned about global growth. This is also a key indicator on the condition of China. Can the U.S. 

market rise in the face of so many cross currents?
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Outside the U.S., negative news continues to act 

as a headwind to equity prices. In September, 

the European Central Bank (ECB) opened 

its targeted long-term refinancing operation 

(TLTRO) auction, but the program, which aims 

to increase bank lending to businesses, was 

poorly received. Now the ECB has to go back 

to its playbook. The pressure is on the bank 

to launch a full-scale quantitative easing (QE) 

program in order to increase liquidity, boost 

asset prices and inflation across the eurozone, 

and push down the euro to stimulate economic 

activity. The market is convinced that the ECB 

will announce a QE program at its December 

meeting, recognizing that the bank is taking 

weak growth and deflationary risks seriously. In 

late September, ECB President Mario Draghi said 

that the ECB was adopting a more “active and 

controlled management of our balance sheet.” 

The big question is if the data will need to weaken 

even further for the ECB to eventually act. 

Bank stress tests are also due this quarter. The 

intermediate-term bullish case for Europe is that 

it is cyclically behind the U.S. and that earnings 

and asset valuations can rise relatively faster over 

the next few years. The long-term case is based 

on the ongoing structural reform measures and 

whether these can provide better-than-expected 

long-term growth and corporate earnings. 

Several countries have made solid changes, 

including Spain, Ireland and even Greece. But 

Italy and France also have to adapt. Italian Prime 

Minister Matteo Renzi has called for bold reform 

in Italy, saying, “We need a country that is more 

efficient, more smart, more open … reform is 

not only possible but is necessary … a vision for 

growth, not austerity.” The question: If Europe is 

forced to change, will it?

“We need a country that is more efficient, 
more smart, more open … reform is not 
only possible but is necessary … a vision 
for groWth, not austerity.” 

The broad dollar index is up nearly 8% above a 

basket of currencies since early this summer, a 

very significant move in a short period. What 

does this mean for investments? A strong 

dollar can reflect investor fear and desire for a 

“flight to safety” trade. Economically speaking, 

a strong dollar has mixed meanings. It puts 

downward pressure on commodity prices, 

especially energy, which is a positive for U.S. 

consumers, while also helping to improve the 

U.S. trade deficit. It pushes down interest rates 

and, all else equal, helps the Fed temper the 

need for more aggressive normalization. On 

the flip side, large companies that are heavily 

dependent on exports will see their exports 

become more expensive, which puts pressure 

on pricing power and margins. A strong dollar 

also creates downward pressure on inflation, 

which helps the Fed but creates longer-term 

potential for an undesirable deflationary spiral. 

U.S. investors who own international stocks 

will be temporarily harmed as currency losses 

offset equity market gains. But over time, 

the rebalancing effect of weaker non-U.S. 

currencies will help the underlying economies 

and allow U.S. economic strength to broaden 

out to Europe and Asia. 

MArkeT AssessMenT And PorTfolio 
PosiTioning

At the beginning of this year, we predicted one 

of two scenarios in 2014: an interim correction 

of 20%+/- or an entry into a bubble-like market. 

Though negative markets are no fun for anyone, 

we believed a correction would help the market 

shed some of its more speculative tendencies 

and extend the current cycle for several more 

years. The latter scenario, which we would 

categorize as a market melt-up, is becoming 

more likely. Whether the melt-up occurs or not, 
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over the next few years we are more optimistic about parts of the global market that are currently 

less favored, including Europe and emerging markets.

The following summarizes our current portfolio positioning. 

•	 U.s. equities (underweight): Our current positioning is underweight to U.S. equities for most 
U.S. investors when compared with portfolio history. However, our current allocations are close 
to the U.S. weighting in global equity benchmarks. Moreover, over the past few quarters, we 
have begun to pare back a long-term U.S. equity overweight position. Since the bear market 
bottom in March 2009, the S&P 500 is up nearly 200%. Meanwhile, the revenue line item on 
U.S. company income statements is up less than 30% over the same period. The majority of 
this stock market move has come from a combination of improved company profitability and 
investors willing to pay more for each dollar of sales. 

 Most investors focus on price/earnings when assessing market valuation. Since earnings 
represent the potential distributable cash flow to investors, this is logical, but we also like to 
monitor the price/sales ratio to look for times when the figures tell a different story. Based on 
analysis by Ned Davis Research, price/sales show the market is currently highly priced. In fact, 
by one indicator (median price/sales of S&P 500) we reached a new all-time high of 2.08 as 
of August 31, 2014. A more comprehensive review would conclude that stocks are not as richly 
valued as in March 2000, but are relatively close to late-2007 levels, before the start of the 
financial crisis. From current levels, we believe U.S. equity returns over the next few years will 
be more modest. Even if a melt-up does occur, these results will be front-end loaded.

•	 non-U.s. equities (overweight): Outside the U.S., the valuation story is much more favorable, 
though the fundamentals are not nearly as solid. Risk of policy mistakes and geopolitical tensions 
abound, but as value-oriented investors know, the key to market appreciation is that tomorrow is 
better than today, not that tomorrow is necessarily great (of course, the opposite also applies). 

 A broad basket of international stocks has lagged the U.S. by more than 30% since 2010, with 
emerging market stocks doing even worse. Seven of the ten least expensive markets based 
on a normalized price/earnings ratio are European, while the U.S. is the most overpriced of 
all developed markets on this measure. JP Morgan confirms this view, with a comprehensive 
value indicator that shows the U.S. is 2.27 standard deviations from its norm, putting values in 
the most unattractive 2.5% of history, while the broad developed foreign index (MSCI EAFE) 
registers a below-historic norm of (0.26) standard deviations. Emerging markets are even more 
attractive at (1.31), with Russia, China and Brazil all in the cheapest 2.5% of their histories. 

 What does all this mean? We expect that equity market returns outside the U.S. will more 
likely than not exceed the broad U.S. index over the next three to five years. We realize that 
valuations are not good predictors of how we get to the destination, but they are fairly reliable 
indicators of where we are likely to end up. 

•	 Real	assets	(underweight):	More than two years ago we shifted our real asset exposure away 
from direct commodities and toward more targeted real asset investments. We currently 
have positions in global infrastructure (e.g., toll road and airports) and low-cost commodity-
producing companies. Even though real assets have lagged the S&P 500, this change in focus 
has been strongly positive to portfolio performance. 

 With the dollar gaining and commodities declining, why have any real assets in the portfolio 
at all? We will almost always hold some type of real asset as a diversifier that performs well 
in an unexpected inflationary shock. Moreover, many of our core equity managers shy away 
from holdings in the materials and energy space due to the difficulty of forecasting commodity 
prices. Over time we do want to have holdings in these markets, and this allocation allows for 
that potential. We have made investments in real estate, pipelines, direct commodities, gold, 
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Please remember that past performance may not be indicative of future results. Different types of investments involve varying degrees of risk, 
and there can be no assurance that the future performance of any specific investment, investment strategy, or product (including the investments  
and/or investment strategies recommended or undertaken by SignatureFD, LLC), or any non-investment related content, made reference to directly 
or indirectly in this newsletter will be profitable, equal any corresponding indicated historical performance level(s), be suitable for your portfolio or 
individual situation, or prove successful. Due to various factors, including changing market conditions and/or applicable laws, the content may no longer 
be reflective of current opinions or positions. Moreover, you should not assume that any discussion or information contained in this newsletter serves 
as the receipt of, or as a substitute for, personalized investment advice from SignatureFD, LLC. To the extent that a reader has any questions regarding 
the applicability of any specific issue discussed above to his/her individual situation, he/she is encouraged to consult with the professional advisor 
of his/her choosing. SignatureFD, LLC is neither a law firm nor a certified public accounting firm and no portion of the newsletter content should be 
construed as legal or accounting advice. A copy of SignatureFD, LLC’s current written disclosure statement discussing our advisory services and fees 
is available upon request.

materials companies and infrastructure over the years and believe this opportunity set remains 
a valuable diversifier. Our current weightings are about two-thirds of their normal levels but 
could drift slightly lower in the future.

•	 Alternative	assets	(overweight):	We classify alternative assets as hedged strategies that typically 
have lower volatility and overall correlation with traditional equity and bond markets. These strategies 
can include hedged equity, managed futures and absolute-return-oriented strategies. Typically 
investors would reduce equity exposure in order to fund these investments, but for our balanced 
clients about 70% of our current holdings in this category come from an underweight to fixed income. 
This is a critical distinction as it drives the type of investments we are making in the category. 

 For the most part, our holdings will have a lower risk than equities and may even include some 
unique fixed-income strategies. Over a full cycle we continue to believe that the opportunistic set 
of managers in this category can produce equity-like returns with much less risk and are very likely 
to outperform the fixed-income markets. So far this year this thesis is not playing out, with many 
managers below the S&P 500 and bond indexes. However, given our view that volatility will rise and 
future gains will be lower than in the recent past, we expect improved results in the next 12 months.

•	 Fixed	income	(underweight): We have reduced fixed-income exposure within most portfolios 
over the past few years, as our view was that the 30-year cycle of declining rates was reaching 
an inflection point. If rates rise over time, the market value of interest-rate-sensitive bonds will 
fall eventually, limiting investors to the current relatively low coupon rates. On average, we have 
retained about a 50% portion of our fixed-income allocation in high-quality, intermediate-term 
holdings, as we are less worried about an inflation and interest rate spike than some other investors. 

 Previous post-credit-crisis environments show that interest rate bottoming cycles often happen 
very slowly. We have complemented our core holdings with a diverse set of opportunistic 
managers that we believe can add value over time. Given the modest amount of risk taken by 
these other managers, we are pleased with how they have performed, even as long-term bonds 
have been the star of the show so far in 2014. We are not likely to reduce our fixed-income 
exposure further, as it has already been cut meaningfully. 

PATience in The fAce of A MArkeT MelT-UP 

A market melt-up based on euphoria over strengthening U.S. growth and extremely loose global 

monetary policy is possible over the coming year or two. But in this environment we continue to 

urge investors to be patient and prudent and not lose sight of their longer-term goals. Maintaining 

a broadly diversified portfolio and tactically adjusting the allocations based on value measures is a 

proven way to achieve market-like returns with less risk. 

Our job is to remain committed to meeting your objectives in a way that produces the smoothest 

ride possible. Please feel free to call on your relationship manager or our investment team to review 

any questions you have about your portfolio or any other matters.


